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Havit KB872 mechanical gaming keyboard
Take your gaming to the next level and win more battles. The Havit KB872 gaming keyboard supports anti-ghosting technology, making
it perfect for even the most dynamic battles. The configurable colored backlighting gives it a gaming touch, and the Havit logo made of
acrylic sheet decorates the device additionally. The product provides at the same time an exceptional comfort of use.
 
Anti-ghosting
Game and be confident that every keystroke is properly registered. With anti-ghosting technology, the Havit KB872 keyboard is sure not
to  let  you  down  and  provides  lightning  fast  response  to  every  move.  Enjoy  even  the  most  dynamic,  exciting  gameplay  and  don't
worry that something may go wrong!
 
Gaming design
Get yourself the perfect addition to your gaming zone. The KB872 keyboard looks really great - it can decorate your desk fantastically.
The colorful backlighting is eye-catching and gives it a unique character. You can also adjust its brightness and style to your liking. An
acrylic Havit logo adds an extra decoration to the device. There is also an option to remove it - the choice is yours!
 
Gaming comfort for hours
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Like to  spend hours  in  the world  of  your  favorite  game? Now you can play as long as you want  without  worrying about  discomfort  or
fatigue. The keyboard's carefully thought-out design takes the strain off your wrists and provides unparalleled comfort. KB872 is built for
long-lasting, exciting gameplay!
 
Brand
Havit
Model
KB872
Type
mechanical
Interface
USB
Dimensions
467x172x35mm
Key number
104
Operating voltage
5±0.25V
Operating current
420mA (max.)
Key life
About 50,000,000 times
Cable length
1.6m

Preço:

€ 22.50

Jogos, Keyboards
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